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5. The structure in language



The structure in language

1. You can learn a lot form the co-occurrence structure  
   of words in language 

2. Latent semantic analysis and Topics models both  
   use this structure to learn about the world 

3. But some information is not (straightforwardly) in  
   the co-occurrence structure of language



How do you know so much without being told about it?

Plato’s Problem:  
Even uneducated people seem to know a lot 

Plato (380 BC)

Plato’s Solution:  
Knowledge is innate

Chomsky (1986)

Chomsky’s Problem:  
Children seem to learn language from insufficient input

Chomsky’s Solution:  
Universal grammar is innate



Blind children know the meanings of sight words!

Look up! Let me see the back of 
your pants

Make it so mommy can’t 
see the car

Let mommy 
see the car

Let mommy 
touch the car



Blind adults color similarities look a lot like sighted adults

Marmor (1978)



Blind adults general perceptual verb similarities are like sighted adults’

Bedny et al. (2019)



A solution to Plato’s problem (Landauer & Dumais, 1997)

Red onions are sweeter than white ones

Red hair occurs naturally in one to two 
percent of the human population

Pittsburgh one of U.S. cities with highest 
number of gray days

Fall tips for a green spring lawn

Lake Tahoe stretches 22 miles long and 
12 miles wide, with clear blue water 
that’s more than 99 percent pure

Indirect information:  
Red, white, gray, green, and blue 
are used in similar contexts.  

Contexts for e.g. blue and green 
are more similar than blue and red

Direct information:  
There is a relationship between 
e.g. red and hair



Start with a term x document matrix

Te
rm

Document

Words that occur in similar documents are probably similar

Adapted from Ho Tu Bao



Latent semantic analysis: Finding the hidden structure in documents

Instead of representing words by co-occurrence in documents,  
we want to represent their co-occurrence in semantic dimensions

Semantics are a low-dimensional compression of documents

Adapted from Ho Tu Bao



An example of LSA (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998)

Technical Memo Titles 
c1: Human machine interface for ABC computer applications 
c2: A survey of user opinion of computer system response time 
c3: The EPS user interface management system 
c4: System and human system engineering testing of EPS 
c5: Relation of user perceived response time to error measurement 

m1: The generation of random, binary, ordered trees 
m2: The intersection graph of paths in trees 
m3: Graph minors IV: Widths of trees and well-quasi-ordering 
m4: Graph minors: A survey 



An example of LSA (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998)

r(human, minors) = -.29r(human, user) = -.38



Decomposing the matrix 

U D V

C



A low-dimensional reconstruction using the first 2 dimensions

C

C’

r(human, user) = .94

r(human, minors) = -.83



Latent semantic analysis predicts human similarity judgments

LSA can pass the synonym 
part of the TOEFL!

Chance is 25% 
Applicants to US Universities 
on average get 52.7%



Latent semantic analysis predicts sentence comprehensibility

Mammals have very specialized teeth. 
There are four types of teeth in mammals: 
incisors, canines, premolars, and molars. 
The number and shape of each of these 
types of teeth are related to the kind of 
food the mammal eats.

Another physical trait of mammals is that 
they can eat many different kinds of 
food because they have very specialized 
teeth. This trait also helps them to live in 
different kinds of environments



Can LSA recover perceptual similarities?

https://bit.ly/test-lsa



But what are these underlying dimensions?

U D V

C



Topic Models (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) - Steyvers & Griffiths (2007)

Idea: A generative model for how words appear in documents

Each document is created by 
picking a set of topics, each with 
some weight. 

For every word in the document, 
it is chosen from one of the topics 
according to their weight

Model from Blei, Ng, & Jordan (2003)



Topic Models (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) - Steyvers & Griffiths (2007)

1…t

ϕt ∼ Dirichlet (β)

θd ∼ Dirichlet (α)

For each document            : 

 Draw a multinomial over topics 
  

  For each word       : 

Draw a topic                                     with        
 

Draw a word

1…d

wd,n

Zd,n ∼ Mul1nomial (θd) Zd,n ∈ [1…t]
wd,n ∼ Mul1nomial(βZd,n)

For each topic          : 
 

 Draw a multinomial over words



Comparing LSA and Topic Models

LSA

Topic	Model



Inferring topics by Bayesian inference using sampling



Inferring topics by Bayesian inference using sampling



Example topics form the Touchstone Applied Sciences Association (TASA) corpus



Topics models can resolve polysemy



Topics models can resolve polysemy



Topics models can resolve polysemy



Training topic models on twitter

https://ermoore.shinyapps.io/twittr/



Finding scientific topics (Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004)



Finding scientific topics (Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004)



When do words come into language? (Karjus, Blythe, Kirby, Smith, 2020)

58% of words are coined when their topic is trending



Predicting the birth of words (Roy et al. 2015)



What’s missing from language?



What’s missing from language?



We don’t narrate the world! We talk about atypical things.



What does speech to children look like? (Bergey, Morris, & Yurovsky, 2019)

don’t put a plastic cup in there. 

I like your scaly skin.   

are bananas yellow? 

oh, look, are you giving him some nice curly hair? 

here I’ll put it on because your hands are chalky.   



Children hear more about atypical colors



Semantic space models can’t recover typical semantics



The structure in language

1. You can learn a lot form the co-occurrence structure  
   of words in language 

2. Latent semantic analysis and Topics models both  
   use this structure to learn about the world 

3. But some information is not (straightforwardly) in  
   the co-occurrence structure of language


